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Q&A: oil prices
Put your questions
to Paul Horsnell of
Barclays Capital
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Russia tax rethink

Russia’s government took its
first steps yesterday towards
$4bn of tax cuts to boost
investment in the oil
industry, amid warnings that the
country’s output could fall for
the first time in 10 years.
Vladimir Putin, Russian prime
minister, above, said the
proposed cuts to the mineral
extraction tax would be
fast-tracked to increase oil
production and boost refining.

Report, Page 4

Maersk overturns key strategies
on size and vertical integration

By Robert Wright in Copenhagen

The owner of the world’s largest
container shipping line – AP
Møller-Maersk – is to abandon
two key strategies that have
shaped the sprawling Danish
group as it seeks to recover from
a period of patchy profitability.

Nils Smedegaard Andersen,
who last November became the
group’s first externally appointed
chief executive, told the Finan-
cial Times that Maersk would
ease its policy of seeking to pro-
vide as many services for the
core container shipping and oil
and gas businesses from within
the group.

Meanwhile, Maersk Line,
which accounts for nearly half
group turnover but is

lossmaking, said the container
carrier would scrap its previous
strategy of ensuring it was twice
the size of its largest competitor
in key trade lanes. Pursuit of the
objective led to two traumatic
takeovers in the past decade. The
strategic shifts show how rapidly
family-controlled Maersk – which
made pre-tax profits of $8bn on
$51bn turnover last year – is
changing under Mr Andersen,
who became the 104-year-old
group’s fourth chief executive in
November.

The company has said it
should raise $800m through sell-
ing businesses this year,
although it has insisted that two
high-profile non-core businesses –
its supermarket investments and
a 20 per cent stake in Denmark’s
Danske Bank – will be kept.

Mr Andersen, formerly chief
executive of Carlsberg, the
brewer, took over after the unex-
pected departure last year of sev-
eral key executives. Many
observers attributed the depar-

tures to the unhappiness of
Maersk McKinney-Møller, the
94-year-old son of the company’s
founder, with its performance.

Under the “vertical integra-
tion” policy, cargo on Maersk
Line ships would often go in con-
tainers manufactured by Maersk,
on ships built by the group,
through the group’s ports,
manoeuvred by the group’s tugs
and delivered by its trucks.

Mr Andersen said Maersk’s
ports business, APM Terminals,
had been told to find more busi-
ness from third parties. Maersk’s
logistics operations were to be a
“neutral player” when choosing
which shipping line to use, and
would be encouraged to consider
other container suppliers.

“We are moving away from
this vertical integration in order
to simplify our business and
make sure every business we are
involved in is competitive,” Mr
Andersen said.

New course, Page 16

Policy change at biggest
container shipping line
New chief aims to
end patchy profitability
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Blackstone and Apollo
in talks with Chemtura
Private-equity groups Blackstone
and Apollo Management are in
talks to buy Chemtura, a
manufacturer and marketer of
speciality chemicals, in what
would be one of the larger US
buyouts this year. Page 15

Vodafone chief to quit
Arun Sarin is to say he is
standing down as Vodafone
chief executive after five years
leading the world’s largest
mobile phone operator by
revenue. He will be succeeded
by Vittorio Colao, deputy chief
executive and head of
European operations. Page 15

Greens await Bush exit
The departure from office of US
President George W. Bush will
bring a brighter outlook to talks
on global warming and the $64bn
market in greenhouse gas
emissions, said the top UN
climate-change official.
Page 6; Charged up, Page 7

Mexico gets oil jitters
Mexican president Felipe
Calderón issued a desperate plea
to Congress at the weekend to
approve his energy-reform
proposals after figures showed
that oil production had slumped
to a nine-year low. Page 2

Rice crunch eases
The rice market showed signs of
easing after Cambodia became
the first country to lift trade
restrictions. It imposed a ban on
foreign sales two months ago to
fight food inflation. Hun Sen,
the prime minister, said the
country no longer faced a
shortage. Page 2

More EU farm aid urged
Europe should increase its
long-term aid spending on
agriculture in the developing
world rather than raid unspent
farm subsidies, farm ministers
said in a rebuff to European
Commission proposals to give
away the money. Page 2

Fukuda woos Africa
Japanese premier Yasuo Fukuda
is to hold bilateral talks with 45
African leaders as Tokyo courts
the continent’s rulers for their
votes at the UN and seeks to
maintain or increase access to
minerals and oil. Page 3

Iran reformists upbeat
When Iran’s new parliament sits
for the first time today it will
have an overwhelmingly
conservative flavour. But many
reformists are upbeat about the
influence they will wield in the
new assembly and about
presidential elections due to be
held in a year. Page 3

Spy-plane tension rises
A UN observer mission said a
Russian fighter shot down a
Georgian spy drone over the
separatist Georgian region of
Abkhazia, in a report that could
raise tension between the two
countries. Page 4

Berlin turmoil worsens
The Social Democrats, junior
partners in Germany’s coalition
government, named their own
candidate for next year’s
presidential election, underlining
the deteriorating relationship
between the two ruling parties.
Page 4

Nigeria militants strike
Nigerian militants said they had
sabotaged an oil pipeline
belonging to Royal Dutch Shell,
the latest in a number of
attacks that have helped drive
oil prices to record highs. Page 5

Corporate Finance
Finding the right balance sheet
efficiency/financial flexibility mix

Under the bus
Presidential hopefuls ditch their
allies GIDEON RACHMAN Page 11

Web 2.0 still searching for its
killer business model Page 18

Slow start-ups
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Electric vehicles go
mainstream Page 9

Charged cars

Recession
still likely
in US, says
Greenspan

By Krishna Guha in Washington

The US is still more likely than
not to have a recession in spite of
the relative stabilisation in the
economy in recent weeks, Alan
Greenspan has told the Financial
Times.

The former chairman of the
Federal Reserve said: “I still
believe there is a greater than 50
per cent probability of reces-
sion.” But, he said, “that proba-
bility has receded a little and I
think the probability of a severe
recession has come down
markedly”.

His comments, in an interview
with the FT, come as a counter
to the increasing optimism in
some quarters. In the past six
weeks, most economists have
scaled back their estimates of the
likelihood of a US recession
following a better-than-expected
jobs report and stronger business
activity surveys. Many now think
the US will narrowly dodge
outright economic contraction.

The former Fed chief also said
that it was “too soon to tell”
whether the worst of the finan-
cial crisis was over, as this would
depend on what happened to
house prices.

Mr Greenspan estimates that
house prices will fall by another
10 per cent from their February
levels, for a total peak-to-trough
decline of roughly 25 per cent.

If the economy is weak and the
market overshoots, house prices
could decline by another 5 per
cent, he says.

“Such house price declines
imply a major contraction in the

level of equity in owner-occupied
homes, the ultimate collateral for
mortgage-backed securities,” he
said. Mr Greenspan said it was
still not clear whether big finan-
cial institutions had taken all the
writedowns they would need to
take on higher rated tranches of
mortgage-backed credit products.

He admitted he was puzzled by
recent economic data that sug-
gests the economy stopped deteri-
orating around March. “A
recession is characterised by sig-
nificant discontinuities in the
data,” he said. “It started off that
way – there was a period of sharp
discontinuity from December to
March. But then it stopped.”

Mr Greenspan believes there is
a “tug of war” taking place in the
economy, with financial sector
stress pulling one way and
strong corporate liquidity pulling
the other. Corporate liquidity is
being eroded, but only gradually.

“No one knows how this tug of
war will end – specifically,
whether the financial crisis will
end before it drags down the real
economy.”

The main risk he sees is that
the household savings rate will
move up more rapidly than most
analysts expect as home equity
falls, the labour market weakens
and access to credit declines.

A rise in the savings rate
(excluding the one-off impact of
tax rebates) would depress
growth in consumer spending,
possibly to the point where there
is an outright decline in
consumption.

This has not happened for
many years. For instance, con-
sumer spending grew every quar-
ter during the 2001 recession.

Greenspan warning, Page 2
Money data are vital, Page 11
The Short View, Page 15
www.ft.com/recession

Recent stabilisation no
guarantee of recovery
Risk that savings rate
will depress spending

Burma’s citizens
take up burden
of cyclone relief

While the world’s attention has
been focused on the tussle
between Burma’s military regime
and the international aid agen-
cies, ordinary citizens are taking
up the task of providing relief to
the regions worst affected by the
cyclone that has already claimed
133,000 lives.

Resigned to the junta’s inabil-
ity to safeguard its own citizens,
a disparate network of individu-
als, businesses and religious
groups are braving their own
hardships to organise convoys of
supplies, food and medicines to
send to the Irrawaddy Delta.

Every day dozens of convoys
leave Burma’s main city, ferrying
supplies to the hundreds of thou-
sands of victims. It is still mea-
gre in comparison to demand,
but in many villages beyond
Rangoon and along the affected
coastline private relief appeared
to outnumber official aid
operations.

Kyaw, a telecommunications
executive from Rangoon who
trained as a doctor, is typical of
those who have taken the initia-
tive. For the past three week
he has put aside thoughts of
work and of the damage to his
own home to oversee medical
support.

Within two days of the cyclone
at the start of this month, Kyaw
tapped the skills and contacts
acquired during his training as a
doctor to help survivors.

“I really wanted to help, so I
gathered up my classmates and
eight of us went down,” he says,
as he oversees the despatch of
boxes of plastic sheeting for shel-
ter, packets of medicines and
sacks full of rice, from his office
in the centre of town.

His mind is now on preparing a
fourth rotation of a dozen doctor
friends to head into the most

affected areas, where they stay
for several days treating injuries
including infections, dehydration
and diarrhoea.

His story is far from isolated,
as local people organise informal
networks to supplement the lim-
ited ability of the ruling military
junta to cope in the aftermath of
the cyclone and the efforts of
non-governmental organisations
to co-ordinate relief work.

“The government is doing
something, but it really isn’t
sufficient,” says Zow, a freelance
tour guide, who returned late last
week from a trip with his friends
to bring supplies by car and boat
to Labutta in the centre of the
Delta.

“Many of the people [we saw]
were middle-class farmers. Now

they have nothing, and they are
living in dirty camps.”

Other volunteers have worked
with local businesses, as well as
Buddhist, Christian and Muslim
groups, some of which have
established links to national and
foreign aid organisations keen to
help those who can reach the
remoter areas.

But even these selfless efforts
can encounter official hurdles.
Some report having to bribe
policemen or surrender goods to
patrolling soldiers.

Many others with less special-
ist skills are helping out, making
contributions despite their own
meagre income and possessions.
“None of my relatives are in the
Delta, but I’m a human being. I
could not just stay here and
drink beer with my friends,” says
Thin, a local man.

“The big towns have got
enough food, but in the villages
there are many who have not
received anything.”

Inside Burma, Page 5
Letters, Page 10
www.ft.com/burma

EYEWITNESS

Andrew Jack reports
from Rangoon on how
help from individuals
for the victims is in
sharp contrast to the
response from the
ruling military regime

In many villages along
the affected coastline
private relief appeared
to outnumber official
aid operations

Homeless Burmese queue for help on the outskirts of Rangoon AP
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◄ The price of oil was
lifted by reports of an
explosion at a Shell
pipeline in the Niger Delta,
while data showed that
record crude prices were
having little impact on
demand from Asia

► The dollar declined as
concerns mounted that
rising fuel costs will send
the US economy into a
sharp downturn and force
further rate cuts from the
Federal Reserve

European equities
With US and UK markets
closed, a cautious approach
from European investors left
the FTSE Eurofirst 300
largely flat, with gains for
utilities overshadowed by
losses for banks and
carmakers

Swiss equities
While gains for utility stocks
helped lift German and
French stock markets, the
SMI fell after banking
group UBS said it
remained exposed to
the mortgage-backed
securities sector

Hong Kong equities
China Mobile’s 8.2 per cent
fall accounted for just under
half of the Hang Seng’s
586-point decline after its
two-thirds share of China’s
mobile phone market came
under threat

Tokyo equities
The benchmark Nikkei 225
Average had its biggest daily
fall in six weeks as exporters
– led by electronics
manufacturers and
carmakers – slid on fears of
an inflationary squeeze on
global consumer demand

Battered exporters lead broad retreat in Asia

By Neil Dennis

Asian equities endured a
grim start to the week, as
investors reacted to another
double-digit fall on Wall
Street on Friday and fears
grew that the weakening US
economy would dent growth
in the region’s exports.

Financial markets in Lon-
don and New York were
both closed yesterday for
public holidays.

Tokyo’s Nikkei 225 fell
2.3 per cent to 13,690.19, its
biggest single-session decline
in six weeks, as leading
exporters were hit by fears
of a consumer-slowdown.

Sanyo Electronics fell 6.8

per cent to Y248 after Nikko
Citigroup cut its rating to
“sell” from “hold”, expecting
the company to fall short in
its growth targets for its
overseas consumer electron-
ics operations.

Carmakers were hit as the
dollar fell to a one-month
low against the yen, making
exports to the US more
expensive.

Hong Kong’s benchmark
Hang Seng lost 2.4 per cent
to 24,127.31, prompted by
losses from two of the
index’s largest companies.

China Mobile, whose 8.2
per cent loss contributed
about 260 points to the Hang
Seng’s decline, was hit by a
downgrade from Goldman
Sachs. The broker cut its rat-
ing to “sell” from “neutral”
after the Chinese govern-
ment said it wanted to
increase competition in the
country’s mobile phone mar-
ket, in which CM has a two-
thirds market share.

China Life fell 3.1 per cent
to Rmb30.35 after the insurer
said it was injecting
Rmb1.2bn ($173m) into its
property and casualty divi-
sion. The move came as the
China Insurance Regulatory
Commission said the coun-

try’s insurers had so far paid
out a total of Rmb87.82m in
claims related to the May 12
Sichuan earthquake.

Europe’s losses were less
severe, but with UK and US
markets closed, investors
trod carefully in thin trade.

Utility stocks made the
most of a quiet session.
France’s Suez rose 1.5 per
cent to €45.03 after entering
talks with Italy’s Eni to sell
Distrigas, its Belgian natural
gas trading division. It was
hoped the move would

appease regulators and speed
up the merger process with
Gaz de France, whose shares
rose 2.1 per cent to €41.79.

Talk of a merger between
three of Italy’s municipal
utilities raised hopes of con-
solidation in the fragmented
sector. Iride, which operates
in Turin and Genoa, rose 5.5
per cent to €2.14 on expecta-
tions of a merger agreement
with two other regional com-
panies – Enia, which rose
1 per cent to €9.67, and Hera
up 1.2 per cent to €2.71.

The FTSE Eurofirst 300 fell
0.2 per cent to 1,319.55,
undermined by a 1.3 per cent
fall on the Swiss Market
index after UBS said it could
face further losses from resi-
dential mortgage-backed
securities. The shares fell
5.8 per cent to SFr28.20.

Oil prices climbed in spite
of the lack of activity on the
main commodity markets in
London and New York.

Price movements were

exaggerated by thin vol-
umes, but supply risks were
highlighted by sabotage to a
pipeline in Nigeria, while
data from Asia showed
record prices were having lit-
tle impact on demand.

Oil imports to northern
Asia rose 7 per cent in the
first quarter. Japan, China,
South Korea and Taiwan
imported 11.6m barrels a day
between them – breaking
through the 11m barrels-per-
day level for the first time –
accounting for nearly an
eighth of global output.

Analysts said, however,
that the demand outlook in
the US was not expected to
fare so well. Airline compa-
nies are grounding flights
and record pump prices were
expected to affect the sum-
mer driving season which
started this Memorial Day
weekend. “Estimates from
the Department of Transport
suggest road travel across
the US should fall by 1 per

cent this weekend, the first
decline in six years, due to
the high price of gasoline,”
said Robert Laughlin at MF
Global.

Nymex West Texas Inter-
mediate rose 91 cents on
electronic exchanges to
$133.10 a barrel, while Brent
crude added $1.30 to $132.87.

On currency markets, the
dollar slipped on fears that
the pressure on economic
growth caused by record fuel
prices may mean interest
rates are cut further at the
expense of safeguarding
against inflation.

“The Fed might be trying
to convince all that they are
in an indefinite holding pat-
tern, but the risks still seem
tilted toward a little more
tinkering on rates,” said
David Watt at RBC Capital
Markets.

The dollar fell 0.1 per cent
against the euro to $1.5777
and was 0.1 per cent lower
against sterling at $1.9810.

GLOBAL OVERVIEW

Tokyo sees biggest
decline in six weeks

Dollar slips on talk
of further rate cuts

Lehman’s dark pools swell
By Lindsay Whipp
in Tokyo

Lehman Brothers has added
Japanese stocks to its plat-
form that offers direct access
to so-called dark liquidity
pools, the private facilities
that are used to trade shares
away from exchanges.

The move by Lehman,
announced today, further
ratchets up the challenge to
established exchanges.
Investors, such as hedge
funds, are attracted to dark
pools because the trading
anonymity they provide
reduces the danger of a
stock moving against their
interests as an order is exe-
cuted.

Rival investment banks,
including Goldman Sachs,
UBS and Credit Suisse, have
their own versions of the

platforms operating in
Japan. Introduction of the
technology in Asia has been
slower than the US and
Europe, partly because the
markets are more frag-
mented, with differing regu-
lations, languages and trad-
ing specifics.

Nevertheless, accessing
dark pools is becoming
increasingly popular in the
region. Lehman plans to
launch its LX platform in
Asia (ex-Japan) this year,
while Goldman Sachs said it
“plans to consider” the roll-
out of its Sigma-X platform
across Asia.

“If you have a client that
trades many markets in
Asia, it’s not good enough
that they can get Japan and
Hong Kong, they need access
to all of the markets,”
Anthony Brooker, head of

electronic trading sales for
Asia at Lehman, told the
Financial Times.

“So now that we’re seeing
the balance of markets come
on line, clients are willing
and able to allocate more of
their trading electronically.”

UBS says it was the first
to introduce a platform for
dark-pool liquidity in Japan,
called IXT-PIN. The move
came in 2005, following
changes to the legal frame-
work in the country to help
improve price and speed to
market, said Takayuki Saito,
head of direct execution
services at UBS Japan.

“UBS takes advantage of
both dark and light pools of
liquidity in order to enhance
the overall integrity of the
market by helping clients to
achieve best execution,” Mr
Saito said.

Crude palm
oil tipped for
20% price rise
By John Aglionby in Jakarta

Crude palm oil prices should
rise 10 per cent by the end of
June and more than 20 per
cent by next February on
the back of strong demand,
tightening supply and buoy-
ant crude oil prices, one of
the industry’s leading ana-
lysts predicted.

Dorab Mistry, director of
Godrej International, a
London-based trading com-
pany, warned that prices
were unlikely to remain high
for long after that and could
tumble rapidly if crude oil
prices collapsed or the
weather proved better than
expected.

Vegetable oil prices began
tracking crude oil prices in
2007 after years of moving in
the opposite direction.

Mr Mistry forecast that the
benchmark palm oil futures
on Malaysia’s derivatives
exchange could hit M$4,000
($1,245) by the end of June
and M$4,500 by February. He
was speaking at the end of
last week at an industry con-
ference in Indonesia, the

world’s largest palm oil pro-
ducer.

Futures prices peaked at
M$4,491 on March 4 this year
and then plummeted to
about M$3,100 before rally-
ing on increased export
taxes in Indonesia, as well as
higher Chinese and Indian
demand. Palm oil futures in
Malaysia closed at a 10-week
high yesterday, up 0.5 per
cent to M$3,673.

Chinese and Indian
imports so far this year are
up 26 per cent and 17 per
cent respectively on the
same period in 2007, Mr Mis-
try said.

Supply is likely to slow in
September and production
from October 2008 to Septem-
ber 2009 is likely to exceed
demand by less than 10 per
cent. Indonesia, the only
country where significant
land for expansion is availa-
ble, is expecting to increase
oil palm estates by 600,000
hectares a year over the next
seven years.

Mr Mistry predicted soya-
bean futures on the Chicago
Board of Trade would rise to

$16 a bushel – and $18 in the
event of bad weather –
between September and Feb-
ruary. They ended last week
down 0.8 per cent at $13.68.
He said the bearish senti-
ment that hit prices after the
US government announced a
large increase in soya plant-
ing this year had largely
passed.

Soya oil could rise to
$1,600 a tonne in the same
period, or $1,800 in the event
of bad weather, from its cur-
rent price of $1,350. James

Fry, a vegetable oils econo-
mist at LMC International in
Britain, predicted at the
same conference that palm
oil prices were likely to rise
in the short term but only to
about M$3,800.

Mr Fry said further gains
would be capped by crude oil
prices starting to fall.

He also forecast that
robust biofuel demand, par-
ticularly in Europe, would
support palm oil prices.

“There’s pressure on gov-
ernments to reduce incen-
tives on biofuels,” he said.
“But I see biofuels policy as
being like ocean tankers.
You may want to turn them
round, but it takes very long
for the ship to actually
change direction.”

Vegetable oil began tracking crude oil prices in 2007, having previously been divergent

Malaysia’s palm oil
futures could hit
M$4,000 by the
end of June

US economy in need of urgent action

In March last year I warned in this
newspaper that the global
“Goldilocks” economy and markets
would face a material correction
within the next 12 months and
there was a need to exercise
greater prudence in lending and
investing.

This warning was ignored by
most in the private and public
sectors. Unfortunately, much of
what I feared would happen has
materialised.

From the twin origins of the
subprime fallout and the dislocation
of the mortgage-backed securities
markets, there has been a crisis of
confidence that has already led the
US economy into a period of low
growth, or even a recession. Add to
this mix a weak dollar and the
trend of rising inflation across the
world driven by high food, energy
and commodity prices and it is
clear the future is still fraught with
risk and uncertainty.

With decoupling probably a myth,
there will most likely be a
worldwide economic slowdown
should the US downturn be a

protracted one. While there are
signs that the credit markets may
be bottoming out, it seems likely
that the housing market will
remain in its downward spiral for
the remainder of the year.

The impact on the real economy
could be even more serious should
the US consumer decide to cut back
significantly on spending. The
question then becomes: what
should be done to ameliorate the
current slowdown before it becomes
a full-blown economic crisis with
potential worldwide consequences?
Specifically, I would like to mention
three areas where immediate action
should be taken in order to restore
confidence in the markets.

First, I would encourage the
Federal Reserve to continue
showing flexibility in providing
liquidity to the financial markets.
The Fed has modified the
requirements of its Term Auction
and Securities Lending Facilities
several times in the past few
months to help ease the liquidity
needs in the market. Its efforts
surrounding the Bear Stearns
situation, where the discount
window was opened to investment
banks and brokerage houses, were
critical to maintaining stability in
the system. The Fed needs to
continue to respond proactively to
developments and consider further
modifications to its facilities as
necessary. All of this should be

done in c-ordination with the
world’s leading central banks.

Second, the government and
regulatory authorities need to make
greater efforts to support the
mortgage markets.

Recently, there have been many
new ideas and initiatives coming
out from the US Congress,
economists and the financial
community. These include the
Senate’s recent passing of a
bipartisan package of tax breaks,
credits and grants as well as
Congressman Barney Frank’s and
Senator Christopher Dodd’s plans to
let the Federal Housing
Administration insure refinanced
mortgages after lenders reduce
principal to struggling homeowners.
Any solution will require some
government or federal funding and
must be dealt with as an immediate
priority to halt the downward spiral
in US property prices.

Last, professionals in the
financial industry and regulators
need to re-examine the weaknesses
that have surfaced in the current
turmoil. Recently, the Institute of
International Finance (IIF) released
a report that made some
recommendations to improve
market practices.

One of the important issues that
the institute is looking at carefully
is that of fair value/mark-to-market
accounting, which has proven
valuable in promoting transparency

and market discipline over the past
10 years. However, we have seen
that in certain extreme conditions
with very limited liquidity for
various securities, this accounting
approach may have an unintended
consequence of prolonging liquidity
difficulties and exacerbating the
current crisis.

Paul Volcker, in his recent
speech at the New York Economic
Club, raised questions about the
usefulness of mark-to-market
accounting, particularly its
extension in uncertain and illiquid
markets.

The IIF has made specific
recommendations on how this
approach might be refined to take
into account extreme market
conditions. These recommendations
need to be worked on in a timely
fashion in conjunction with the
regulators and international
accounting bodies.

The action steps I have
recommended above need to be
considered proactively and with a
sense of urgency. If implemented,
they should help in restoring the
US economy to an even keel and
limit the global impact of the
current correction. While the
picture ahead is still unclear, what
is needed is the courage to make
tough decisions and to implement
corrective measures expeditiously.
The writer is senior vice-chairman

of Citi, and chairman of Citibank.

William
Rhodes
INSIGHT
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.

www.ft.com/shortview
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.

www.ft.com/shortview
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.

www.ft.com/shortview
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.

www.ft.com/shortview
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.

www.ft.com/shortview
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.

Prime-time spat
French groups set for showdown on
triple play PAUL BETTS Page 16

Three-step plan
Bill Rhodes on rebuilding confidence
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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When traders return to their
desks in London and New York
today, they will face the
aftermath of the worst week for
stock markets since February.

It appears to have ended a
rally that had lasted since the
Bear Stearns fire sale in March.
Triggered by relief that no
other bank followed Bear into
the abyss, the rally owed its
recent gains to broader factors,
such as optimism on earnings
and the economy.

The S&P 500 regained 14.6 per
cent from its Bear nadir; it has
now fallen 4.7 per cent from
there. The S&P financials rose
24.6 per cent but has given half
of that back, down 12.8 per cent
from its recent peak.

What punctured the optimism?
US housing, which shows no
signs of hitting a bottom, has
much to do with it. US
homebuilders had rallied
63 per cent – they have since
dropped 26 per cent.

But it is the oil spike, above
all else, that has caused a
rethink. It raises “stagflation” as
a possibility, by braking
economic activity while boosting
inflation. It also raises the toxic
scenario for financial markets
that the Federal Reserve may
have got it wrong and that rates
will soon rise.

Those who like charts might
try comparing the S&P since it
peaked in October with the way
it behaved in 1973 and 1974 (this
is the graph in today’s Video
Short View on ft.com) when, as
now, an oil spike combined with
fears of stagflation.

So far, stocks have moved
much as they did in 1973. That
is concerning, as 1973-74 proved
to be a nasty bear market, with
a fall of almost 50 per cent.

The way to make money has
been in oil and emerging market
stocks seen as commodity plays,
particularly Brazil (up more
than 50 per cent in dollar terms
since January). At one point
this was a strategy to benefit
from “decoupling” – the rise of
emerging markets as alternative
engines for global growth. It has
now morphed into a strategy for
hedging against stagflation.

www.ft.com/shortview
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MTN and Reliance talk
about reverse takeover
South Africa’s MTN is
considering a reverse takeover
of Indian industrialist Anil
Ambani’s (above) Reliance
Communications to create one
of the top emerging markets
telecoms groups. Page 19

GENERAL RETAILERS

Wal-Mart IT move
Wal-Mart is moving to a new
global information technology
system in a break with its
traditional reliance on
home-grown systems. Page 18
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Owners forgo dividend
The businessmen behind the
£11.1bn ($22bn) Alliance Boots
private equity deal are
refraining from taking cash out
this year, choosing instead to
plough back any profits. Page 20
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La Caixa goes Mexican
The listed investment arm of
Spanish savings bank La Caixa
is to take a 20 per cent stake in
Mexican billionaire Carlos Slim’s
financial services group Grupo
Financiero Inbursa. Page 16

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Copyright truce move
Leading consumer electronics
companies could be willing to
call a truce with copyright
owners over charges for
products such as MP3 players
and mobile phones. Page 18

Siemens cover-up claim
Siemens managers used Post-It
notes to sign documents so they
could peel off evidence of illegal
activities, the trial in the
world’s biggest corporate bribery
scandal has heard. Page 19
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Yeung buys TVB stake
Chinese property developer
Yeung Kwok-Keung has beaten
foreign private equity groups to
buy Sir Run Run Shaw’s stake
in Chinese-language TV station
Television Broadcasts. Page 17
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TNK-BP warning
The chief executive of BP’s
Russian oil venture TNK-BP
has warned that shareholder
disagreement over strategy
could damage output. Page 20
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Midwest battle joined
Murchison Metals has trumped
China’s Sinosteel in the battle
for Australian iron-ore rival
Midwest Corporation.
Page 19; World View, Page 16
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IAG chief quits
Insurance Australia Group’s
chief executive has quit after
losing key shareholder support
for rejecting an A$8.7bn ($8.3bn)
offer from QBE. Page 17

MARKETS

Palm oil tipped to rise
Crude palm oil prices are
forecast to rise 10 per cent by
the end of June and 20 per cent
by February. Page 24

Dark pools deepen
Lehman Brothers has added
Japanese stocks to its platform
offering access to the “dark
pools” used to trade shares
away from exchanges. Page 24
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Blackstone and Apollo in talks to
buy chemicals group Chemtura
By Julie MacIntosh in New York

Blackstone Group and Apollo
Management, the private equity
groups, are in talks to buy Chem-
tura, a manufacturer and mar-
keter of speciality chemicals, in
what would be one of the bigger
US buy-outs this year.

Chemtura said in December
that it would consider whether to
sell certain businesses, change
its capital structure or entertain
an outright sale. At the time the
company, which makes chemi-
cals used for crop protection,
packaging, home pools and con-
struction, hired Merrill Lynch to
guide it through the process.

Apollo and Blackstone are now
in talks to purchase the company
and have been working to line up
financing for a potential deal,
people close to the process said.
Chemtura has a market
capitalisation of about $2bn and
had a total debt of $1.09bn

at the end of the first quarter.
The parties are still negotiating

over price, so the talks could fall
apart. If successful, a takeover of
Chemtura would rank as one of
the largest US private equity
deals this year. Buy-out activity
has collapsed since last summer
as the credit squeeze has made
takeovers tough to finance.

Carlyle recently agreed to buy
a majority stake in the govern-
ment consulting arm of Booz
Allen for $2.54bn. Bristol-Myers
Squibb has said it would sell its
ConvaTec wound-care business
to two private equity groups for
$4.1bn. A pool of European banks
agreed to finance that deal up
front, people familiar with the
transaction said.

Chemtura has been talking
with potential buyers for months.
The attempt at a sale has been
moving slowly, not only because
of the tight lending environment
but also because of its own weak

earnings trends, people close to
the situation said.

The Connecticut-based com-
pany, which reported $3.75bn in
sales in 2007, posted a net loss of
$21m for the first quarter of 2008.
It has been working to slash
costs and divest operations to
restructure its business and off-
set rising raw material prices. It
has raised prices on a broad
range of its products this year.

Nelson Peltz, the activist inves-
tor, has disclosed that his fund
held 9m Chemtura shares. Chem-
tura, Blackstone and Apollo
declined to comment. Speciality
chemical companies’ valuations
have been propped up by private
equity activity but have retreated
since the credit crunch struck.

Analysts have speculated over
whether Dow Chemical or
DuPont might shift into more
aggressive acquisition modes to
capitalise on their smaller chemi-
cal rivals’ cheaper valuations.
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Web 2.0 fails to produce cash

By Richard Waters and
Chris Nuttall in San Francisco

Many members of the Web 2.0
generation of internet companies
have so far produced little in the
way of revenue, despite bringing
about some significant changes
in online behaviour, according to
some of the entrepreneurs and
financiers behind the movement.

The shortage of revenue among

social networks, blogs and other
“social media” sites that put
user-generated content and com-
munications at their core has
persisted despite more than four
years of experimentation aimed
at turning such sites into money-
makers. Together with the US
economic downturn and a short-
age of initial public offerings, the
failure has damped the mood in
internet start-up circles.

“There is going to be a shake-
out here in the next year or two”
as many Web 2.0 companies dis-
appear, said Roger Lee, a partner
at Battery Ventures.

“These are challenging macro-
economic conditions,” said

Shawn Hardin, chief executive of
Flock, a browser maker that
raised $15m in venture capital
last week.

Yet that has not stopped a con-
tinuing round of venture capital
fundraising and acquisition activ-
ity at high valuations as inves-
tors and corporate acquirers
hunt for businesses capable of
rising above a crowded field.

“If you look at some of the val-
uations, you wonder what fan-
tasy of revenues they’re based
on,” said Mitchell Kertzman, a
partner at Silicon Valley venture
capital firm Hummer Winblad.

In one sign of the continued
hopes for start-ups that have yet

to alight on a solid business
model, several financiers
expressed support for the private
fundraising being undertaken by
Twitter, one of Silicon Valleys’
most talked-about companies.
The “micro-blogging” service,
whose users post messages no
more than 40 characters long,
has yet to find a way to make
money, but its early adoption by
a group of enthusiastic users is
seen as a sign that it will eventu-
ally be successful.

Other recent venture capital
deals have included fundraisings
that have put valuations of about
$500m each on Slide, a maker of
“widgets”, small applications

that are carried on social net-
works, and Ning, a social net-
working platform founded by
Marc Andreessen, a co-founder of
browser maker Netscape.

Despite the slow start to money-
making by Web 2.0 companies,
the trend towards more social
online behaviour that it embod-
ies is widely claimed by insiders
to be of lasting significance.

“The capabilities that are com-
ing with Web 2.0 are very pro-
found,” said Devin Wenig, head
of the markets division of Thom-
son Reuters. “The Valley is usu-
ally right, and it’s usually early.”

Euphoria tempered, Page 18

‘Social media’ struggle
to generate revenue
Venture capitalists
unfazed by slow start

Hong Kong looks
to extend trading
By Raphael Minder and
Andrew Wood in Hong Kong

The Hong Kong stock exchange
is considering extending trading
hours for futures and options in
a move that would boost cross-
market activity with London and
bring Hong Kong more into line
with rival Asian bourses, accord-
ing to the chairman of the
region’s main futures associa-
tion.

Emmanuel Faure, chairman of
the Asian branch of the Futures
Industry Association, said the
exchange had been “very recep-
tive” to a proposal to prolong
trading by two hours until 6pm
and “very interested in doing it
this year”.

However, he recognised that
such an overhaul would mean
balancing the diverging interests
of the 143 companies trading
futures in Hong Kong. While big,
international brokerages account
for the bulk of the trading vol-
ume, many Hong Kong firms
work almost exclusively for a
local retail clientele and have lit-
tle to gain from more London
trading. “They [the exchange]
want to be fair to all the players,
and you can’t blame them for
that,” Mr Faure said.

Hong Kong Exchanges and

Clearing (HKEx), the market
operator, said there was “no such
immediate plan [to prolong to
6pm], but we keep listening to
market views and suggestions.”

It added: “Any change in the
trading hours will affect the
whole market, so we need to con-
sider the feedback of different
groups of shareholders care-
fully.”

Still, in a sign that Hong Kong
is already inching towards a
longer day, the exchange yester-
day introduced a closing auction
session that extended the normal
securities trading day by 10 min-
utes to 4.10pm.

A new cash-settled gold futures
contract, due to be launched by
HKEx in the second half of the
year, will also involve a longer
day for participants, from 8:30am
to 12pm and then 1:30pm to 5pm.
The regular Hong Kong trading
session includes a two-hour
lunch break, a rarity among lead-
ing exchanges.

In 2001, HKEx looked at
extending trading but found a
majority of market participants
were against such a move. Since
then, however, other Asian
exchanges have prolonged their
afternoon, with futures trading
in Japan and Singapore ending
respectively at 7pm and 10.55pm. Overtime: the Hong Kong stock exchange is interested in prolonging trading by two hours Bloomberg
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